
2017 5th grade summer reading 

Fifth grade is encouraged to read two books over the summer. 
 
Chasing Redbird by Sharon Creech 
The Seventh Most Important Thing by Shelley Pearsall 
 
Students may choose either book on which to complete one of the projects listed 
below.   They can turn it in during the first week of school for a Reading grade. 
 

1) ‘ARE YOU SMARTER THAN A FIFTH GRADER’ GAME:  Create an innovative game similar 
to the TV show using flash cards that utilize key components of the story to indicate 
your knowledge of the book.  Share the questions and answers with your peers.  Here’s 
your chance to be the Host! 

2) LETTER TO THE AUTHOR:  After reading a book, share your reactions and opinions to 
the book in a letter written to the author.  If you write to an author that is still alive, 
research him or her to see if you can locate the email address or real address and 
consider mailing it.  In the letter, briefly talk about the setting, plot, climax, and 
conclusion of the story.  Be sure to use your best handwriting, or you may type it on 
your computer.  Make a connection! 

3) TACTILE REPORT:  Select a 3-dimensional form for your report.  It can be a can, a box, or 
anything else that might be appropriate for your book.  Decorate the container to 
describe some of the major details, elements, setting, characters, conflicts, problem, 
solution, and themes from the book, and sort the information into various types that 
you might find on a normal book report.  Remember, be creative. 

4) PICTURE BOOK:  Create a picture book version of the story that would appeal to 
younger students.  Be sure to include the beginning, middle, and end, setting, 
characters, plot, and anything else that you feel would help tell the story without words.  
However, you may use simple captions and phrases on each page. 

5) CHARACTERS COME TO LIFE!:  Create a life-size “portrait” of one of the characters from 
the book.  The portrait should include a written piece that tells about the character.  It 
also needs to include information about the events, traits, or conflicts in the book that 
involve the character. 

                                                    


